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ALSTOR 841
A requested model based on the highly appreciated 840 Pro model with 
hydrostatic transmission. With Alstor 841 you get the great accessibility and 
fl exibility that an  open machine model off ers. This machine facilitates your 
work in the forest. For those who want to combine eff ectively work and at 
the same time enjoy our fantastic forests.

This model has taken advantage of both the open model and sales success 
821 as well as the 840 pro models hydrostatic transmission. The variable 
hydrostatic transmission ensures effi  cient and safe operation in  all situa-
tions. With its diff erential locks applied, the machine can climb logs, boul-
ders and diffi  cult terrain where others give up. With diff erential’s unlocked 
you will leave the ground untouched with the Alstor’s ultra low foot print.

Our Swedish-made machine is like other models built in Swedish High 
strength steel and assembled with modern methods. 
A fl exible  load carrier with many possibilities for adaptations.

A  modern machine for a modern and sustainable forestry.

For test driving and more information about equipment and options, 
contact your nearest dealer.

Maximum load: 3000 kg
Length: Standard 5.37 m/Long 5.77 m
Width: 1.57 m
Curb weight: 2300 kg
Engine: 3-cylinder diesel, 25 hp
Electrical system: 12 V, 60 A generator
Transmission: Hydrostatic transmission with lockable diff erential 
Front and rear, full-time 8-wheel drive. Variable high and low gears.
Brakes: Transmission service brake, mechanical parking brake.
Steering: Orbitrol power steering, tilting steering column, 
Reverse drive and steering as standard.
Tyres: 25×12.5-10, 8-ply (27” optional)
Travel speed: 0–18 km/h
Crane Options: standard 3.8 m, 350 kg lift at full reach
Option 1: Telescopic cran 4.2 m, 320 kg lift at full reach.
Option 2: Telescopic cran 5.0/5.4m, 300 kg lift at full reach.

Selecting the right machine for the job makes forestry effi  cient and 
enjoyable. Contact your closest dealer to book a test drive and to get more 
information on accessories and options

The machines in the pictures can be extra equipped.
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Manufacturer: Alstor AB
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